We 
Introduction
Digit serial division algorithms generating quotient digits in a higher radix in most significant digit first order are well known. The SRT division procedure characterized by Atkins in [1] iteratively employs table lookup for determining the next quotient digit and an adder to update the partial remainder. Using a shortby-long rectangular aspect ratio multiplier the digit serial division procedure may be implemented in a much higher radix using multiplication of the partial remainder by a short reciprocal of the divisor with rounding to determine the next quotient digit. Updating the remainder is then accomplished employing another short-bylong multiply. See [3] and [5] for an extensive list of references on these methods.
Prescaled division is an enhanced version of digit serial division introduced by Svoboda in [9] that has been followed with a rich literature noted in [5] . The process of prescaled division scales both the numerator and denominator by a predetermined short reciprocal of the divisor. Division of the scaled numerator by the scaled divisor yields the identical quotient to any precision with a remainder that is implicitly also scaled by the short reciprocal. The efficiency advantage of prescaled division does not apply to integer division as the necessary additional work to effectively "descale" the scaled remainder costs as-much-as or more than the savings gained. We present an alternative methodology for prescaled integer division of a dividend AE by a divisor that provides both the quotient É and remainder Ê, achieving almost the same efficiency as that of a straightforward prescaling procedure providing the same quotient with a scaled remainder. Our algorithm involves divisor prescaling and quotient postscaling. That is, the (unscaled) dividend is divided by the scaled divisor resulting in a "reduced" integer quotient and an "oversized" remainder Ê £ . Subsequent scaling of the reduced quotient by the short reciprocal yields an identity AE É £ · Ê £ . The oversized remainder Ê £ may then be processed by a traditional integer division method (noting that essentially only one high radix digit need be determined) to augment É £ to obtain the integer quotient É and determine the final integer remainder Ê satisfying AE É ¢ · Ê with ¼ Ê ½.
The general theory of our prescaled integer division method is outlined in Section 2. Our main result in Section 3 is a prescaled integer division algorithm employing a ¢ Ô digit rectangular aspect ratio multiplier that can be proven to determine the quotient and remainder
In Section 4 we describe a version of prescaled integer division employing an adder for partial remainder computation where quotient digit selection in Booth radix is available from the leading digit of the partial remainder. Both the divisor prescaling and the quotient postscaling operations are executable as 3-1 additions with one initial table lookup to determine the short divisor reciprocal value to be employed as the scale factor.
Section 5 provides a conclusion and further directions for development of this procedure.
Scaling Integer Division
Consider integer division with the divisor being a Ô-digit base ¬ integer normalized to the range ¬ Ô ½ ¬ Ô ½ and the dividend AE being a ¾Ô-digit integer satisfying ¼ AE ¬ Ô ½. A much simpler division process occurs when the divisor is a value very close to a power of the base. For the decimal divisor ½¼¼ , it is evident that the next quotient digit may be taken as the leading radix ½¼¼ digit of the partial remainder. Thus when the divisor is near a power of the base the steps of partial remainder computation and next quotient digit selection are effectively merged into a single operation, taking only about one half the time per high radix quotient digit generated.
Straightforward prescaled integer division scales a divisor and dividend by a predetermined integer scale factor selected to generate a scaled divisor very close to a power of the base. Scaling both the integer divisor AE and dividend by yields AE É´ µ·Ê with ¼ Ê ´¾µ Integer division of AE by provides a more efficient procedure to determine the identical integer quotient É, but then concurrently provides a scaled remainder value Ê . This form of prescaled division is not applicable to integer division when both the integer quotient É and integer remainder Ê must be determined.
We herein present an alternative prescaling algorithm that returns both the quotient É and remainder Ê of integer division with nearly the same efficiency as a straightforward prescaling algorithm that would generate the same quotient with a scaled remainder.
Given AE and as in (1), we shall determine É and Ê in terms of three intermediate integer parameters Õ, Ö, and Ê £ that are defined as follows. Integer division of É by uniquely specifies an integer reduced quotient Õ and an integer reduced remainder Ö by the equation
Substituting equation (3) into equation (1) we obtain
AE Õ · Ö · Êµ
Letting Ê £ Ö · Ê, we obtain from the bounds
can be determined by integer division of the (unscaled) dividend AE by the scaled divisor .
We now wish to find É and Ê from É Õ · Ö Ê Ê £ Ö
Note that both É and Ê can be found from a ¢ Ô digit multiply given that we can also determine Ö having found Õ and Ê £ from the integer division of AE by´ µ. 
Multiplicative Prescaled Integer Division
For multiplicative prescaled integer division we assume support of a ¢ Ô digit base ¬ integer multiplier generating a · Ô digit product. Multiplicative prescaled division is particularly effective when the aspect ratio Ô of the larger multiplicand size Ô to the smaller multiplier size is in the range from ½ to ½¼ ½. To obtain maximum benefit from the use of the ¢ Ô digit multiplier, it is critical that the scale factor Step 1: Determine the ¿ digit short reciprocal
Step 2: Determine the digit scaled divisor and digit residue 
Step 4: Perform divisor descaling with quotient scaling,
Step 5: Reformat digit serial division and determine a low order digit incrementation by one step of the short reciprocal division procedure applied to the "oversized" remainder.
Step 6: Determine (confirm) positive remainder and provide quotient in non redundant form.
The digit selection procedure for the first phase of Prescaled Integer Division utilized in Step 3 of the example is identical to digit selection in Ô Ý Ô digit prescaled division. It follows that Note that determining a full Ô ¢ Ô digit multiplication with a ¢ Ô digit multiplier employs ¦ Ô § Ô ¢ digit multiplications. For ½ Ô, it follows that the number of Ô ¢ digit multiplications employed for prescaled integer division to determine É Ê satisfying AE É ¢ · Ê is not much greater than the number of multiplies to compute É ¢ · Ê to verify the answer. For example, employing a ½¾ ¢ ½¾ bit multiplier for a ½¾ ¢ ½¾ bit product utilizes ½½ short-bylong multiplies, and finding the quotient and remainder by prescaled integer division as given by Algorithm 1 utilizes ½ short-by-long multiplies.
In summary the ¾Ô Ý Ô digit prescaled integer division algorithm prescales only the initial divisor, and then postscales the resulting reduced quotient and oversized remainder of this modified division problem. The postscaling of the oversized remainder is employed to find a single "oversized" high radix digit to adjust the quotient and compute an appropriately bounded remainder. The foundation of the method with more details on determining the final high radix digit for quotient ad- 
satisfies AE É · Ê with Ê ½.
Additive Prescaled Integer Division
Our additive prescaled integer division algorithm will use a slightly different procedure for determining the postscaled quotient and corresponding remainder.
For the radix we will assume our short reciprocal is a ¿-digit radix integer. We divide AE by the scaled divisor so as to obtain ¿ fractional digits giving ¾ ½ ¼ ½ ¾ , which for Ô is ¿¿ digits. Since the number of quotient digits is relatively large, the generation of an additional ¿ fractional digits with quotient and remainder adjustment by adding a fractional part times back into the remainder does not significantly increase the number of additive steps on a relative basis.
Our additive algorithm assumes (normalized tó ½ ¾ ) is chosen so that ½ ½ ½ for a radix divisor normalized to ½ ¾ ½, the above We assume our adder is able to perform signed digit summations and compress the remainder to either the digit set ¾ ½ ¼ ½ or ½ ¼ ½ ¾ Step 1: Determine the three digit short reciprocal according to Table 1 .
Step 2: Determine the digit scaled divisor
Step 3: Perform digit serial division of the dividend by the the scaled divisor determining quotient digits including ¿ fractional digits radix . Note that digit selection is obtained from the leading digit of the new partial remainder. If the leading digit is not zero and the second digit has an opposite sign or is zero, the bias of the digit set is changed from 
Step 4: Additively perform divisor descaling with quotient scaling, ¾ ½¾¾¼½¾
Step 5: Add fractional quotient digits times divisor into remainder. The procedure described may be improved so that the partial remainder need not be fully compressed to obtain the next quotient digit. It can be shown that a short reciprocal table can be determined requiring no more than ¿ digits in where the scaled divisor is restricted to the narrower range ½ ½ ½ ½ µ. This allows partial compression of the redundant partial remainder where effectively only a couple leading digits of the partial remainder need be compressed to obtain a quotient digit that will preserve the sufficiently compressed range of the redundant partial remainder. The determination of appropriate reciprocal values is aided by the methodology in [8] . The possibility of using only a limited number of leading digits of the redundant remainder to determine the next quotient digit follows from the methodology in [5] .
By using higher precision table lookup of the reciprocal to bound the size of in a much smaller neighborhood of unity, it is possible with partial compression of the remainder to perform additive integer prescaled division with higher radices such as radix or ½ . Employing efficient partial compression techniques such as described in [2, 4, 6, 7] might allow implementations where a radix or ½ digit could be determined each cycle.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated a new divisor-prescaling quotient-postscaling digit serial division algorithm that can be applied to integer division. The procedure allows each quotient to be computed at a rate of one high radix quotient digit per ¢Ô digit multiplication for the multiplicative version and one high radix quotient digit per partially compressed addition for the additive version, with the remainder available at an additional cost essentially independent of the number of digits generated in the quotient. Fine tuning of the additive version and some implementation studies of the algorithms are planned to determine the overall feasibility of these integer division algorithms compared to current implementations of existing integer division methods.
